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Abstract— With a growing role of robots in our lives, their
potential side effects have also become a growing focus of public
concern. As critical decisions regarding robot use can often fall
in the hand of users, explainable AI techniques that improve
humans’ understanding of robots are being developed. A
promising paradigm is behavioral policy summarization, which
computationally generates summaries of Markovian policies for
human consumption. However, work on policy summarization
has largely relied on simulated agents and environments, lacking
much needed integration with and evaluation on physical robots.
This work provides such an integration to summarize the
behavior of an autonomous robot, with the aid of existing policy
summarization techniques and a novel interactive user interface.
Building on this integration, we systematically assess the role
of explanation modality – namely, virtual and physical training
environments – on improving humans’ understanding of robots’
in-distribution and out-of-distribution behavior. We conduct
and report on human subject experiments comparing the
objective performance and subjective preferences of explanation
modalities for improving robot transparency. The experimental
results shed light on the trade-offs associated with the two
explanation modalities, and provide design recommendations
for future algorithms and systems to explain robot behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

Informed by the potential of human-robot collaboration,
we see robots supporting humans in a variety of domains.
For instance, disaster response agencies have been exploring
the use of robotic systems to reduce risk to human firefighters
[1]. Similarly, medical centers are piloting innovative nursing
robots to combat nurse burnout and improve patient care
[2], [3]. As we look forward to a future where robots are
given more important and complex tasks collocating around
humans, we need to ask ourselves: How much do we need to
know about robots to work and live around them beneficially?
Answers to this question is important because robots in real
world settings may make mistakes or cause unintended side
effects. Thus, critical decisions regarding robot use can often
fall in the hand of users [4]–[6].

To make quick and correct decisions about robots, their
users will need accurate mental models of robot behavior.
Informed by the needs of time-critical domains, where the
user may not have sufficient time to benefit from explanations
during the task, the paradigm of behavioral policy summariza-
tion during a training phase has received increased attention
in the explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) community.
Policy summarization seeks to provide users with a summary
of an AI system’s behavior before the task begins, so that
the user can predict its behavior during deployment.
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Several XAI algorithms have been developed that generate
policy summaries by either selecting salient examples of
robot behavior [7]–[10], presenting conterfactuals [11], or
providing users with mechanism to ask questions [10], [12],
[13]. These algorithms, while being foundational, have largely
been demonstrated for AI agents in simulated environments
and not on physical robots. Recent surveys identify training in
physical environments as an underexplored dimension in XAI
research [14], [15]. To address this gap, our first contribution
is the integration of a policy summarization algorithm [10]
with a novel interactive user interface to summarize behavior
of physical robots. Our integrated XAI system, summarized
in Fig. 1, interactively provides policy summaries via two
explanation modalities and is demonstrated on sequential
mobile manipulation tasks.

Prior simulation-based prototyping has also led to a lack
of focus on robotics-relevant XAI aspects that are not readily
evident in simulation [16]. For instance, policy summarization
techniques have not considered representational issues (i.e.,
errors arising from robot’s sensors or sim-to-real transfer).
The second contribution of this work is to characterize the
impact of these limitations on robot transparency. In par-
ticular, we assess policy summarization performance across
in-distribution and out-of-distribution scenarios.

In contrast to prior systems, the proposed XAI system can
convey policy summaries via an additional explanation modal-
ity: physical interaction with the robot and its environment.
On one hand, physical interaction enables users to experience
a richer set of robot contexts and behaviors. On the other
hand, training in physical environments typically requires
additional time and resources. As our third contribution, we
conduct human subject experiments to systematically assess
the role of explanation modality (virtual and physical training
environments) on humans’ understanding of robot behavior.
Together, these three contributions shed light on the role of
explanation modality on improving robot transparency and
help provide guidelines for the design of future algorithms,
user interfaces, and systems for explainable robotics.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this work, we focus on settings where a human user has
to determine if and when to deploy an autonomous robot. Our
choice is motivated by the fact that despite advances in robot
autonomy, most robots still suffer from glaring blind spots
[17] and exhibit unanticipated and suboptimal behaviors [18].
In life-critical domains, such as healthcare and emergency
response, it remains essential for a human to decide if and
when to utilize an available robot.



Fig. 1. We consider the problem of improving human users’ understanding of autonomous behavior of robots, such as the mobile manipulator autonomously
clearing objects from a table (left), prior to robot deployment. Towards this problem, we demonstrate an interactive XAI system that provides policy summaries
(i.e., salient examples of robot behavior) via two modalities (virtual and physical robot environments) and study the role of explanation modality.

A. Running Example

In hospitals, nurses spend significant time cleaning and ster-
ilizing the patient’s side table prior to carrying out procedures.
To reduce nurses’ workload, consider an autonomous robot
that can help with the table cleaning by iteratively sensing
the environment using its sensor observations (denoted as z),
estimating the context (s ≈ ŝ) using its observations ŝ =
ϕ(z), and then acting (a) according to the context-dependent
behavioral policy: a = π(ŝ). As the robot’s sensors, context
estimation, or the behavioral policy may be imperfect, in
some scenarios it acts incorrectly; mathematically, in certain
contexts, the action selected by the robot a = π(ϕ(z)) differs
from the correct action. For instance, while cleaning the table
in certain situations, the robot trashes items that it should not
remove. Thus, given a context s, the nurse needs to decide
whether to use the robot or clean the table themselves. To
make these decisions quickly and correctly, it is important
for the nurse to have an accurate mental model of the robot’s
behavior prior to robot deployment.

B. Task and Robot Models

A variety of formalisms exist to model the robot’s task and
compute the robot behavior. We focus on tasks that can be
modeled as partially observable Markov decision processes
(POMDPs), a general model of sequential decision-making
under uncertainty [19] which is prevalent in robotics [20]. In
this work, the POMDP state corresponds to the task context
(s), action to the robot’s action (a), and observations to the
data from sensors (z). For instance, the state of cleaning task
corresponds to robot location, table location, list and location
of items on the table, and trashcan location, the action to
scan, pick, and drop, and the observations to images from
robot’s camera and proprioception.

We assume that the robot acts in this partially observable
environment by estimating the context, ŝ = ϕ(z), and then
following a state-dependent Markovian policy, a = π(ŝ) =
π(ϕ(z)). 1 We further assume that the state estimation

1Our modeling choice is informed by existing XAI techniques [7], [10],
[21]. A more general representation, which is out of scope for this work,
would be a history-dependent robot policy.

function ϕ is derived using a dataset (z, s) ∈ D. Observations
that belong to this dataset are denoted as in distribution (ID)
observations and the remaining as out of distribution (OOD).
The set of OOD observations is typically large as it represents
all possible scenarios that the robot can encounter during
deployment, while the set of ID observations is typically small
as it represents robot’s training data. Similar to existing work
on policy summarization [7], [10], [21], we do not make
assumptions regarding the mechanism for computation of
the robot policy π (e.g., it could be hand-crafted by a human
programmer or learned using data) or its optimality.

C. Problem of Improving Robot Transparency

Informed by policy summarization techniques [7], [10],
[21], we assume that the user maintains an estimate of
the robot policy π̂(ϕ̂(z)) and use this to define the user’s
knowledge of the robot behavior. The user knowledge (ku)
is defined as the percentage of observations in which the
user can correctly predict the robot’s action, i.e., π̂(ϕ̂(z)) =
π(ϕ(z)). ku lies between 0 and 1, with ku = 0 implying no
knowledge of the robot’s behavior and ku = 1 implying
perfect mental model of the robot. Given the models of
task, robot and user, the problem of improving robot trans-
parency corresponds to giving the human user a sequence
of instructions (denoted as i1, i2, ....ij) to improve the user’s
knowledge of robot’s behavior. In our running example, this
corresponds to giving the nurse training instructions that help
them improve their mental model of the robot.

III. RELATED WORK

We next provide a brief review of related work on improv-
ing robot transparency and policy summarization.

A. Algorithms for Explaining Robot Behavior

The problem of improving robot transparency is related to
the general research area of XAI. Solutions for XAI [22]–[25]
typically focus on explaining a one-shot decision of a learned
model (e.g., a neural network) using a post-hoc method (e.g.,
another neural network). Such methods generally do not apply
to sequential tasks or decision-making policies, which are
more pertinent for improving robot transparency.



There is a growing focus on XAI algorithms for describing
sequential decision-making behavior of autonomous agents
and (more recently) robots by providing local examples
and/or a global summary of the behavioral policy [7], [9],
[10], [21], [26]. The models discussed in Sec. II are inspired
by these works; however, our modeling choice includes a key
additional aspect: the representational mapping ϕ. Existing
policy summarization techniques consider tasks that are fully
observable (i.e., assume s = z) and, thus, do not reason about
ϕ. While this simplifying assumption is valid in simulated
environments, we observe that it can be limiting in the real
world as it includes OOD scenarios.

A common choice of instruction type (i) is the (s, a)-
pair, which translates to example of robot behavior a in
a given context s. Direct Teaching generates instructions
by selecting representative examples of robot behavior to
convey the patterns in its policy [7]–[9], [11], [27], [28]. Some
methods use information inherent in the robot policy (e.g.,
Q-values [7], [26] and entropy [21], [28]) to select the most
informative instructions. Others use probabilistic models [29]
to simulate user’s mental model of the robot and select the
examples that can maximally improve this mental model [8]–
[10]. One limitation of Direct Teaching is that the generated
instructions are the same for all users, lacking personalization
and the ability to answer user-specific questions.

In contrast, Indirect Teaching generates instructions by
providing users with tools to ask questions regarding the
robot behavior, e.g., In which states does the agent perform
a queried action? [12], [13]. Indirect Teaching leaves it
to the users to actively look for information that is most
helpful for them to understand the robot policy. Combined
Teaching combines the two approaches and has been proven
to effectively improve user understanding of robot behavior,
while also being subjectively preferred by humans [10].
However, none of these summarization techniques have been
integrated with a physical robot. Further, and perhaps due to
the use of virtual training environments, the focus has largely
been on explaining the mapping π(s) and not π(ϕ(z)). In
this work, we make progress towards both these gaps.

B. Modalities for Explaining Robot Behavior

The question of how to convey informative instructions
is equally important to the question of how to select them.
While the design of instruction modality has remained un-
derexplored for policy summarization techniques, we can
learn from research on the complementary problem of com-
municating robot intent [30]. In existing work, instructions
are presented via a variety of modalities, including speech,
text, imagery, and robot motion [31]. Although related, the
problems of communicating robot intent and explaining robot
policy lead to different trade-offs for modality design. For
instance, the former focuses on task-time communications
and the latter on providing instructions prior to task execution.
Further, the problem of expressing robot intent inherently
expects the presence of a physically embodied robot, whereas
explanations can be provided without a robot.

Within the research on explaining robot behavior, simulated
environments have been used as the explanation modality
by most works, including the work discussed in Sec. III-
A. Beyond these, works in robot controller transparency
[13], [32] and legibility [33]–[38] have looked into explain-
ing robot’s capabilities, limitations, generated plans, models
typically using robot motion. Work in explainable social
robots [39]–[41] focus on generating social behavior (e.g.,
arm movements and facial expression) to explain a robot’s
intention or internal logic in a social setting. These works
consider challenging algorithmic problems in XAI but a
majority of them either have not been evaluated with human
subjects or have been only evaluated on virtual robots. The
works that have been demonstrated on physical robots, have
a different focus (e.g., generating legible motions) than ours
and do not consider representational aspects ŝ = ϕ(z) of
robot behavior.

IV. METHODOLOGY

Informed by the related works, we investigate the role of
explanation modality on improving transparency in robot
behavior. Our investigation has both robot- and human-
centric elements, which we realize via a set of two human
subject experiments. First, we extend and apply an existing
policy summarization approach to explain both in distribution
and out of distribution behavior of a physical robot [42].
Second, we validate and assess this robot-centric integration
via preliminary evaluations with humans (N = 6). These
evaluations also help us finalize the design of the second
experiment (N = 24), which is used to answer the following
human-centric hypotheses.

H1 Irrespective of the explanation modality, users can pre-
dict in-distribution robot behavior with a high accuracy
(> 80%, informed by previous work) after receiving
explanations using policy summarization techniques.
Through this hypothesis, we seek to reproduce and
validate the performance existing policy summarization
techniques when used for explaining behavior of physi-
cal robots.

H2 Users that receive policy summaries via a physical robot
outperform those that do not (control group) in pre-
dicting out-of-distribution robot behavior. Through H2,
we seek to evaluate the effect of explanation modality
(i.e., presence or absence of a physical robot) on users’
objective ability to understand and predict robot behavior.
Due to inherent limitations of simulation-based training,
we posit that users that receive explanations using a
physical robot will outperform the control group in
prediction of out-of-distribution robot behavior.

H3 Users subjectively assess receiving policy summaries via
a physical robot to be important for improving robot
transparency. In addition to the objective performance,
users’ subjective perception of an explanation modality
is critical to its adoption. Through H3, we seek to
evaluate users’ subjective assessment of the explanation
modality (physical v/s virtual training environments).



A. Robotic Task Design

H1 seeks to reproduce previously observed policy summa-
rization results; as such, we design a robotic task informed
by the evaluations of the XAI technique used in [10]. We
implemented a sorting task, which is a variation of the
recycling task described in [10], using the Sretch RE1 robot
[42] (shown in Fig. 1). To reduce confounds arising due
to differences in user’s prior knowledge, we use abstract
geometric shapes (e.g., red and green blocks) instead of
realistic items (e.g., pizza boxes and candy wrappers). 2

In the sorting task, the robot’s goal is to fetch objects
placed on the table into one of the two bins. Nominally,
there are six pick locations (marked 1 to 6), two drop bins
(marked 1 and 2), and four types of objects (small green,
tall green, small red and tall red blocks). We model the task
as an MDP and use the value iteration algorithm to learn
the robot policy π. Based on this nominal case, we define
the state as the object type at each pick location and that
in the robot’s gripper, resulting in 78125(= 57) states. The
MDP includes 9 actions: six pick actions corresponding to
each pick location, two drop actions, and wait. The reward
function is based on the following priority for block types:
tall red > tall green > small red > small green, with the pick
location used to break ties when multiple blocks of the same
type are presented on the table. The robot always delivers
tall blocks to bin 1 and small blocks to bin 2.

The policy π describes the nominal (ID) robot behavior:
a = π(s), which is sufficient to describe the robot behavior
in simulated environments. However, during physical deploy-
ment, the robot requires mechanism to estimate the MDP state
s from observations z. Further, like real world deployment,
the physical environment may include off-nominal OOD
scenarios, such as two objects in one pick location and
previously unseen objects. The robot uses its two depth
cameras and proprioception to sense its environment (z) and
estimate the state, ŝ = ϕ(y). This state estimation is done
using a rule-based computer vision module, resulting in a
repeatable point estimate in ID scenarios. Together, ϕ and
π generate the robot’s autonomous behavior a = π(ϕ(z)) in
both ID and OOD scenarios.

B. Policy Summarization Algorithm

We reiterate that the goal of policy summarization is to
provide users examples to arrive at an accurate mental model
of the robot behavior a = π(ϕ(z)). In our demonstration,
this translates to providing the user an understanding of robot
behavior in the sorting task (e.g., which object the robot will
pick next?) through examples. In practice, it is infeasible
to show the user robot behavior in each state ≈ 80000
and, thus, XAI algorithms are required to select a small
number of informative examples. To generate informative
examples, we apply a recent policy summarization technique
called AI Teacher [10]. We select AI Teacher as the policy

2This task can also be viewed as an abstract version of the scenario
described in our running example, where a robot helps a nurse clear
appropriate items from patient’s side table.

summarization algorithm both because it is recent and it
adopts a Combined Teaching strategy, which we expect is
critical for OOD scenarios.

In our demonstrations, the direct instructions are algorithmi-
cally generated and aim to explain the ID robot behavior. AI
Teacher requires a parameter called hypotheses set E for gen-
erating direct instructions. We specify E using 32 hypotheses
regarding robot policies, which are generated by assigning
different priority to each type of item and alternating the
destination of each item. Each direct instruction is generated
as a (s, a)-trajectory of length 6 and is followed by a question
(called quiz) regarding robot behavior.

While AI Teacher is originally designed for explaining ID
behavior, in our application, we use its indirect instructions
also for explaining OOD behavior. This application is made
possible by leveraging the physical robot. By utilizing the
physical environment while requesting indirect instructions,
the user is not limited by the scope of a simulation and can
truly create any OOD scenario of interest to learn about the
robot’s representation ŝ = ϕ(y) and behavior a = π(ŝ).

C. Explanation Modality

Along with the XAI algorithm, a mechanism is required
to convey the explanations to the human user. To realize this,
we design an interactive user interface which enables the
users to select the explanation modality (virtual or physical
environments), select direct instructions, and design indirect
instructions. Instructions using virtual modality are shown as
animation, while those using the physical modality are shown
in the physical environment. Together the algorithm and the
user interface complete the design of the XAI system to
summarize policies of a physical robot, a video demonstration
of which is included in the supplementary material.

D. Preliminary Evaluation

1) Experiment Design: Next, we design a preliminary
experiment with the goal of validating the XAI system and
finalizing the design of a larger experiment. As such, for
this experiment, we do not include a control group and
allow participants to freely interact with the system. First,
the experiment supervisor introduces the integrated system
(autonomous robot, instruction types, and user interface) to
the participants via a training task. The training task is a
simplified version of the sorting task, with the same robot
and action space but only two objects (thus only 90 states).
Upon completing the training task, the participants are tasked
with understanding robot behavior in the sorting task using
the XAI system. The participants can select any number of
instructions: of either instruction type and via either robot
modality. We intentionally do not assign an instruction budget
or constrain the instruction type or modality, as the goal of this
experiment is to identify an appropriate budget and design
for the second experiment.

2) Dependent Measures: We evaluate the user’s under-
standing of robot behavior via a post-task objective assess-
ment referred to as objective test. Extending the objective
assessment of [10], we design three types of questions:



1) Forward ID question: Given an ID scenario s, predict
the robot action a = π(s).

2) Inverse ID question: Given an action a and a set of
conditions C, design an ID scenario that leads the robot
to select the action under given conditions: s ∈ S,
s.t.(π(s) = a) ∧ (s |= C)).

3) Forward OOD question3: Given an OOD scenario with
observation z, predict the robot’s action a = π(ϕ(z)).

We administer 35 questions, among which 20 are forward ID
questions (worth 1 point each), 5 are inverse ID questions
(2 points); and 10 are OOD questions (2 points), which
add up to 50 points in total. To capture the complexity
of real world robot deployment, the OOD questions include
scenarios that cannot be accurately captured by the robot’s
state representation, e.g., where two blocks are placed in
the same pick location. In addition, we ask participants to
describe their perception of robot behavior and subjective
experience regarding the role of each training modality. The
preliminary study helps us determine the appropriate types
and number of questions for the second experiment.

3) Outcomes: We conduct this preliminary experiment
with 6 participants recruited from Rice University. We ob-
serve that participants score high (M = 45.33/50, SD =
3.14) in the objective test, thereby providing preliminary
validation for the efficacy of integrated XAI system across
both ID and OOD behavior. Due to the physical demon-
stration being limited by the robot speed, receiving indirect
instructions using physical robot takes longer than that using
the virtual interface. This difference was expected; however,
the experiment helped us gain insight on its influence on
utilization of the two explanation modalities. Participants
point out that the virtual robot is more efficient for receiving
Direct examples and to create ID Indirect examples and, thus,
helps them quickly build a rough understanding of the robot.
On the other hand, some understand that while the physical
robot takes longer to complete the same actions, it can help
confirm the consistency of simulation, test the robot’s sensors,
and learn about OOD behavior. Participants rate the virtual
(on average 6 on a Likert scale of 7) and physical robot
(on average 6.33) equally important, underscoring the role of
each modality. Towards the design of our next experiment,
these outcomes also validate that the difficulty and length
of the experimental task and help us refine the dependent
measures.

V. HUMAN SUBJECTS EXPERIMENTS

Leveraging the integrated XAI system and preliminary
evaluations, we conduct an experiment to answer the human-
centric hypotheses.

A. Design
The experiment is designed as a between-subject random-

ized controlled trial with one independent variable: expla-
nation modality. The robot, experimental task, explanation

3In general, the robot may behave stochastically in OOD scenarios. To
ascertain the correct answer for OOD scenarios, we chose those OOD
scenarios for the evaluations where the robot performs the same action
at least 7 out of 10 times.

algorithm, and user interface remain identical to the prelimi-
nary evaluations (see Sec. IV-D). The control group uses only
a virtual robot as the explanation modality. The experimental
group, similar to Sec. IV-D, are given access to both the
physical and virtual robots to receive explanations. 4

1) Procedure: The session starts with a briefing from the
supervisor on the purpose, procedure, and participant’s rights.
After giving written consent, participants complete a demo-
graphic survey. Next, the participants complete the supervisor-
guided training task to learn about the integrated XAI system.
All participants learn about the mechanisms to request direct
and indirect instructions using both virtual and physical robot
modalities. Upon completion of the training task, participants
are tasked with understanding robot behavior in the sorting
task. Then, they complete an objective test regarding the
robot behavior and subjective questionnaire regarding their
learning experience. At the end of the session, which lasts
around 40 min, participants are thanked for their participation
and receive a gift card of $10.

2) Dependent Measures: Similar to Sec. IV-D, we utilize
an objective test to assess participant’s understanding of robot
behavior. The objective test includes 10 Forward ID questions,
5 Inverse ID questions, and 10 Forward OOD questions. To
better tease out difference in user’s understanding across
ID and OOD behavior, we increase the proportion of OOD
questions. Half of the Forward ID questions are generated
by randomly sampling the robot’s state space, rest of the
questions are designed by us based on domain knowledge of
the robot task. OOD questions seek to assess participant’s
understanding in cases where state estimation ŝ = ϕ(z) is
challenging or ill-defined. To design OOD questions that
reflect real-world situations, we consider the following cases:
placing multiple objects at one pick location (the robot
assumes at most one object per location), placing objects in
unexpected locations, using unexpected objects, and changing
the room lighting. The integrated XAI system is used to
administer the test. All ID questions are administered using
the virtual modality, while OOD question using the physical
robot. For OOD questions, the experiment supervisor creates
the scenarios on the physical table for participants to see, then
participants submit their answers through the user interface.

In addition to the objective test, we ask participants to re-
port their confidence in their ability to predict robot behavior
before and after the objective evaluation. Further, participants
complete a post-experiment survey, which is included in the
supplementary material. This survey comprises questions
about participants’ learning experience, role of the virtual
and physical robot, and their preferences between the virtual
and physical robot, and the time ratio they prefer to allocate
to each modality.

4We explored an alternative treatment where participants receive expla-
nations only using the physical robot. However, based on the participants’
feedback in the preliminary experiments, we ascertained that the virtual
modality is critical for learning ID behavior and hence make it available to
both our control and experimental group.



TABLE I
AVERAGE LEARNING TIME AND INSTRUCTIONS USED BY PARTICIPANTS

TO LEARN ROBOT BEHAVIOR IN THE SORTING TASK.

Time (min) Instructions (#)

Virtual Physical Virtual Physical
Control 3.4 - 46.5 -
Experimental 5.3 8.2 53.7 10.2

B. Results

We recruit 24 participants (13 female, 11 male) from
Rice University. Participants’ age ranged between 21 and
39 years. Of the 24 participants, two-thirds report familiarity
with robots as users (e.g., Roomba) or programmers (e.g., high
school robotic competitions), and 75% report prior experience
interacting with virtual AI agents (e.g., Siri, Alexa). Through
the post-experiment survey, the participants score their learn-
ing experience 6.59 out of 7, which is a 25.52% improvement
from what has been reported in [10] for a similar but virtual
task. We posit that this improvement arises partially due to
the integration of XAI system with a physical robot.

Result 1: Participants request a majority of instructions
using the virtual robot but spend majority of learning time
with the physical robot. Informed by the preliminary exper-
iment, the participants were not constrained by a time or
instruction budget to improve their understanding of robot
behavior. Table I summarizes the average time spent by
participants with the XAI system and number of instruc-
tions requested for the experimental task (Sorting). Across
both control and experimental groups, the participants select
≈ 50 virtual instructions. Participants in the experimental
group, additionally select 10 physical instructions. Even when
physical modality is available, participants select majority
(> 80%) of their instructions using the virtual modality likely
due to instruction delivery being faster in the simulation.
Interestingly, despite the physical modality requiring more
time per instruction, participants in experimental group spend
≈ 50% more time interacting with the physical robot (8.2
min) than the virtual robot (5.3 min).

The types of indirect instructions that participants design
using the physical robot are also informative. For instance, we
observe one participant use different green-colored objects
available to them (a green pack of gums and green markers
instead of green blocks) to assess whether the robot will
pick them. Another participant considered the case where
an unexpected object (in their case, the participant used
their shoe!) is placed on the table and requested indirect
instructions in this unusual scenario. These unusual stimuli
presented to the physical robot by participants suggest that
they understand that a robot can encounter OOD scenarios
during real-life deployment, which cannot be tested on the
virtual robot.

Result 2: Participants demonstrate an incredible ability to
understand in-distribution robot behavior from small number
of examples. For evaluating Hypothesis H1, we run one-sided

Fig. 2. Participants’ performance on the test assessing their prediction of
robot behavior in the Sorting task.

Wilcoxon signed-rank test to test that the median score on ID
questions is higher than 80%. Consistent with our hypothesis
(p < 0.001), we find that participants in both groups score
over 95% in predicting robot’s in-distribution behavior. As
depicted in Fig. 2, on ID questions, participants in the control
group score M = 14.58 (out of 15), SD = 1.16 and those
in the experimental group score M = 15 (out of 15), SD =
0. Perhaps more remarkably, the participants can generalize
robot behavior despite having seen less than 0.1% of ID
states. This result replicates the results observed in existing
research [8], [10] that XAI techniques can generate salient
examples to improve user’s understanding of robot behavior.

Result 3: Using the physical modality, participants can
marginally better predict the out-of-distribution robot be-
havior. Unsurprisingly, participants find it more challenging
to predict out-of-distribution robot behavior relative to in-
distribution behavior. Nonetheless, participants in both group
score on average 75% or higher on the out-of-distribution
questions. To test Hypothesis H2, we conduct the Wilcoxon
rank-sum test to evaluate the effect of treatment level on
participants’ ability to predict robot’s behavior in OOD ques-
tions. As depicted in Fig. 2, on OOD questions, participants
in the control group score M = 11.25(75%), SD = 2.14 and
those in the experimental group score M = 12.17(81.11%),
SD = 2.29. While we observe a benefit of using the physical
modality, the effect size is marginal and not statistically
significant (p = 0.20).

In Table II, we summarize the participants’ self-reported
confidence (on a Likert scale of 1 to 7) in their ability to
predict robot behavior. Across the two groups, participants
report an average confidence level of 5 (somewhat confident)
or higher. Interestingly, before the objective assessment, par-
ticipant’s over-estimate their confidence in predicting OOD
robot behavior. However, their confidence towards the OOD
questions drops by 21.88% in the control group (M = 4.8)
and 22.50% in the experimental group (M = 4.6) based on
their perceived performance in the objective test.

Result 4: Participants perceive the physical and virtual
modality as equally important and prefer an integrated XAI
system that includes both modalities. Although we do not
see a significant difference in participants’ objective per-



TABLE II
PARTICIPANTS’ AVERAGE CONFIDENCE LEVEL (ON A SCALE OF 1 TO 7)

IN PREDICTING ROBOT BEHAVIOR IN THE SORTING TASK.

Before Test After Test

- In-Distribution Out-of-Distribution

Control 6.2 6.2 4.8
Experimental 5.9 5.9 4.6

Fig. 3. Participants’ subjective preference of training time across virtual
vs. physical explanation modality.

formance, we observe that participants subjectively perceive
both modalities as of high and equal importance. In the post-
experiment survey, we ask participants to rate the importance
of the virtual robot and physical robot for their learning of
the robot behavior, respectively. Of the 24 participants, 15
participants rate the virtual robot to be extremely important
(score = 7), 7 participants as important (score = 6), and 2
participants as important (score = 5), resulting in an average
score of 6.54. As for the physical robot, 10 participants
rate it to be extremely important, 9 participants as very
important, and 5 participants important. These scores give
the physical robot an average importance of 6.21 (out of
7), thereby providing evidence in support of Hypothesis H3.
This subjective assessment aligns with participants’ choice
to receive instructions using both virtual and physical robot
(Table I). Participants’ open-ended responses shed more light
on this assessment. As one of the participants writes in the
survey,

The ability to try many different scenarios quickly seems
to be the most satisfying thing when learning about the
robot behavior. Since the physical robot is noticeably
slower than the virtual robot, I feel that the virtual robot
is much more satisfying to a user who wants to learn
about the robot behavior quickly. On the other hand, the
physical robot displays failure modes that the virtual robot
does not, so perhaps the user’s perception of the virtual
robot as ”better” is incorrect in real-world usage.”

In a follow-up question, we ask participants to indicate their
preferred allocation of training time with each robot type.
As shown in Fig. 3, no participant selects to only use one
modality; instead, participants prefer different ratio of training
with each modality.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

Next, we interpret the experimental results, derive design
guidelines, and highlight limitations of our investigation.

A. Role of Explanation Modality

We observe that participants use the virtual robot to quickly
gain a broad understanding of robot policy (π) and use the
physical robot to understand the impact of its representational
aspects (ϕ) in out-of-distribution scenarios. Subjective re-
sponses indicate that they understand the technical challenges
and constraints of physical robots (i.e., longer action time)
and are willing to spend time with the system; and the
virtual and physical robot are complementary to one another,
each playing a highly important role in realizing robot
transparency.

B. Guidelines for Training Domain Experts to Use Robots

In life-critical domains (e.g., nurses and firefighters), it
remains essential to train these experts irrespective of the
autonomy of today’s robots. To assist experts acquire accurate
mental models of robots, we recommend use of policy
summarization algorithms. We further recommend use of both
simulated and physical environments, each with interactive
features to request instructions, and to convey policy sum-
maries. The main advantages of the virtual modality are speed
and consistency of training that can be provided to a wider
audience at a lower constraint and, thus, should be used as a
starting point. The physical modality allows participants to
test unexpected scenarios, making it better suited for refining
mental models.

C. Guidelines for Designing User Manuals for Robots

In certain domains (e.g., consumer robotics), providing
extensive user-training, although equally important, is infea-
sible. Typically, text-based manuals and programming-by-
demonstration tools are used [43]. We recommend man-
ufacturers and developers to augment these in two ways.
First, we recommend an interactive virtual component which
enables participants to observe robot behavior in a simulated
environment. For instance, manufacturer of a robot vacuum
can consider adding an interactive map where the user can
observe examples of robot behavior (e.g., how it generates
paths). Second, we recommend providing a set of scenarios,
for the user to recreate to observe the capabilities and
limitations of the robot. For example, asking the user to place
obstacles in front of the physical robot to see how it reacts.

D. Limitations and Future Directions

First, our investigation utilizes a single robot and robotic
task. In Sec. II, we make steps to ensure that the task is
sufficiently complex (e.g., ≈ 80000 states with a complex
reward structure) and perceived as such by participants.
Nonetheless, to confirm that results generalize to other robots
and tasks, we encourage reproduction of our work and provide
a detailed description of the experiment setup and protocol.

Second, the virtual and physical robots have different
movements. Simplified virtual animation is widely used in
prior work (e.g., the Overcooked-AI environment [44]) and
we make effort to ensure that the robot behavior is consistent
across the physical and virtual modalities to reduce confounds.
In practical XAI systems, the physical robot may perform



differently than its virtual counterpart due to the sim-to-real
gap: noise in robot sensors, actuators, or even systematic bias
and errors. To study this effect, we recommend additional
investigation where systematic errors are introduced as a
treatment variable. We posit that in settings where sim-to-
real gap is prominent, users will find it increasingly difficult
to predict OOD behavior from training on virtual robot alone
and, thus, the role of physical robot will be more prominent.

Third, in our work, we use an existing policy summa-
rization algorithm, which is designed for ID behavior. An
important computational research direction is to extend these
algorithms to consider both ID and OOD behavior and to
summarize non-Markovian policies. Finally, by considering
the virtual and physical modalities, we focus on two ends of
a spectrum. With advances in augmented reality, an exciting
area of future work is to provide policy summaries using
modalities that lie in the middle of this spectrum.

VII. CONCLUSION

We explore the role of explanation modality – namely,
virtual v/s physical training environment – while assisting
users acquire mental models of robot behavior. Towards this
investigation, we apply and extend existing computational
work on summarizing MDP policies to explain behavior of
a physical robot. We validate this integrated XAI system
for explaining robot behavior in both expected (ID) and
unexpected (OOD) scenarios via human subject experiments.
Our experiments highlight the important role both explanation
modalities play in helping users acquire mental models of
robots and provide guidelines for future XAI systems.
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